Why AD&S, Inc. should be
your ONLY Choice

HOW CAN FINGERPRO
ID HELP YOU?
KNOW WHO YOU
ARE HIRING!
Responses in hours, not weeks.

ELECTRONIC
DOCUMENTATION
Sends fingerprints electronically.

IMAGES ARE STORED
Never reprint a previously
submitted record; images are
stored in the database and can
be replicated and resubmitted
when necessary for subsequent
checks.

COMPLIANT AND
CERTIFIED
Transmissions are ANSI/NIST
compliant. FingerPro ID
Scanning system is FBI and
State Certified.



AD&S is a Mississippi corporation serving the
biometric needs of customers in 25 states along
with D.C. and Chile.



AD&S software/hardware is certified by both the
state and the FBI.



AD&S has over 400 livescans installed and
operative in Mississippi alone!



AD&S has been in business for over 29 years.



AD&S is trusted by state government agencies,
airlines, schools, police departments and
sheriff’s offices.



AD&S has over 3,000 customers.



AD&S responds to service issues quickly and
in most cases can resolve problems without
necessitating an onsite visit.



AD&S provides mobile solutions.



AD&S has a 94% rating from Dun & Bradstreet
for response and support to customers.

ELECTRONIC FINGERPRINT
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The electronic solution
for collecting and
transmission of fingerprints.

About Our Company
AD&S has been in the software development business
for more than 29 years. Our software applications are
used by state and federal agencies, law enforcement
agencies, school districts, Department of Defense contractors, airlines, healthcare facilities, childcare facilities
and other businesses requiring criminal background
checks for their employees.
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Who have you just hired?
Their employment
history looked good,
but what about their
criminal history?
AD&S offers
FingerPro ID, a
turnkey system that
handles the
electronic
transmission of
fingerprints to check
state and national level criminal records on
employment applicants. Results are delivered
in hours, not weeks.
Fingerprints can be captured by livescan and
digitized for transmission through our software
for a virtually seamless process from the
beginning to the end result.
Our software examines the fingerprint card or
Livescan prints to insure that they meet the
requirements mandated by the FBI.

FEATURED HARDWARE

You can’t lose with
FingerPro ID!

Greenbit DactyScan
The DactyScan84c is a compact 10-prints and rolls
Livescan at 500 dpi certified by the FBI. With up to
27 frames per
second for 4-slaps
and up to 25 frames
per second for rolled
prints acquisition,
the Dactyscan84c is
unique in terms of
acquisition speed.
This scanner is highly
user-friendly.

ESeek Card Reader
Our card reader saves
time and reduces input
error. It takes demographic information from
a Government Issued ID
and populates the
demographic data into
the application
automatically.
Reponses are automatically downloaded by the
system and are posted to the appropriate record
database.
Status of all records submitted is monitored and
updated automatically.

YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION
IS OUR MAIN OBJECTIVE!
FingerPro ID Software Features











Full history of every record
Re-submit fingerprints without
new scans
Secure access to the system
Powerful searching and filtering
functions
Fast textual and image data input
Electronic, paperless submission of
prints
Downloads responses automatically
Automatic generation of form letters
Multiple workstation locations
Livescan and card scan capable

ProTip: Use the GreenBit
DactyScan, ESeek Card Reader,
and FingerPro ID software with our
convenient Travel Case for a
mobile fingerprinting workstation!
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Fingerprint example

Our FingerPro ID software and
Live Scans are FBI certified.
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